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Flexera facilitated SAM – Use Case 2: License 

Compliance 
Use case 2: As a Software Asset Manager… 

  



 

    

1. To create a license with special metrics like Internet traffic based or printer pages and without 

any SKU hover over License Compliance and click on Create a License 

 
2. In the License type drop-down select Custom metric 

 
3. Type in ‘kofax’ in the Application field and click the Search button and then filter for ‘kofax’ in 

Publisher and ‘total’ in the Product filters and select one of the records and the click the Add 



 

    

application button

 
4.  Enter a proper name into the License name field 

 
the check mark in front of Show only recommended license models causes no entries based on 

the Custom metric being selected 



 

    

5. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click the Create button and the license is created 

 
and is returned, and obviously you’ll have to manually manage consumption (and maybe also 

the entitlement depending on whether you have any purchase records). 
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About Flexera  
Flexera helps executives succeed at what once seemed 

impossible: getting clarity into, and full control of, their 

company’s technology “black hole.” From on-premises to the 

cloud, Flexera helps business leaders turn IT insight into action. 

With a portfolio of integrated solutions that deliver 

unparalleled technology insights, spend optimization and 

agility, Flexera helps enterprises optimize their technology 

footprint and realize IT’s full potential to accelerate their 

business. For over 30 years, our 1300+ team members 

worldwide have been passionate about helping our more  

than 50,000 customers fuel business success. To learn more, 

visit flexera.com 
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